State PSR Goals

- Establish an education program that aligns with FDA requirements and state needs
- Perform On-Farm Readiness Reviews
- Obtain a farm inventory list
- Identify state program specific needs
- Develop a compliance and enforcement program
- Collaborate with other states in program alignment-where appropriate
- Develop grower resources
Outcomes

• Nevada staff obtained PSA lead trainer approval
• PSA is required training for operations that must comply
• 5 PSA trainings held

Estimated 75% of growers required to comply attended
Education Outcomes

- 12 trainings coordinated with growers, regulators, state staff, and retailers
- FDA visited farms in FY 18 to identify state challenges
Resource Outcomes...

- Created a Nevada FSMA, PSR website [http://agri.nv.gov/Plant/FSMA/FSMA_Home/](http://agri.nv.gov/Plant/FSMA/FSMA_Home/)
- Grower request-developed worker training resources including videos
- Working with contractor to create a web-based calendar record keeping system
Future goals..

- Perform On-farm Readiness Reviews
- Finalize inspection templates
- Continue worker/farm manager geared trainings
- Begin inspections summer 2019
- Continue to identify and implement trainings and resources.